


 Returning Ukraine by force: Russia’s military front

 Debacle Phase 1: Russia’s Failure to Seize Kiev and turn back Ukraine

 Phase 2: Donbass, a (failing) reverting (downturn) offensive? 

 Phase 3: Overcoming the war of attrition? 

 Phase 4?

 Some lessons learned so far 

 Some scenarios



























 Don’t say “It’s not in the interest of Russia”, well…

 We hardly saw Russia was evolving else… 
Likewise it did not see Ukraine also did…  

 Reality of RAF in warfare >< projected image in PR 
(demonstration ≠ implementation) 

15-20 % of resources to those who do 80% of the job, that’s little…

 Key chronic weakness: human resources/ staffing/ command

 Capability gaps, logistics, communications, EW, ground-air integration…  

 Combination of arms and effects makes a difference. Yet,

 Stocks are survival

 Technics/capabilities are only part of this: 
combination of tactical choices; coordination of forces and means; 
quality, will/moral and intelligences/agility of those who implement 
(+ enemy’s responses)

 Is the sky to dangerous for humans?

 Atoms after all/ Multi-faceted reality of nuclear brinkmanship















Worn-out-Ukraine defeat facing slow-paced Russian grinding warfare (“Mr 
Seguin’s Goat scenario”) (cf. “salami strategy”)

(Zero-sum tactical/ops game / reciprocal war of attrition → “Nor (full) war, 
nor (real) peace” situation; time-sequenced protracted conflict long-term 
trajectory (!!! open low-intensity protracted conflict + “salami bis”)

A hedging “peace”/ cease-fire/ de-escalation agreement (cf. Minsk III) 

“Mr Seguin’s Goat devours the wolf” 
--- Can a nuclear power lose a war? When benighted…

 Back to the wall “Headlong rush forward scenario” --- vertical and/or 
horizontal escalation…  



… Escalate-to-(de)escalate…

V. Putin clearly frustrated that NATO’s supply of lethal weaponry to Ukraine, coupled

with his own army’s patchy performance, is hindering his plans to bring Ukraine

back under Moscow’s control.

His warnings to the West are becoming increasingly strident.

But NATO isn’t backing down and, if anything, it is stepping up its long-term military

support for Ukraine.

Extension of the notion of “victory” (U.S) --- “no longer just to try to make Putin back

away from Ukraine in face of the staggering cost of his war for Russia [a strategy that

has never worked on its own] or internal pressure [from the people or its adminis-

trative-mafia oligarchy, a very risky option] , but also now to defeat, if not destroy, the

Russian army on the ground.” (M. Goya)

So what are Putin's options? (“Partial”) Mobilization, and then, for what?



They may include, in ascending order of seriousness, the following:

 Intensify Russian precision missile strikes on western arms supplies coming into Ukraine

 Targeting Ukraine’s command and government centres in the heart of Kyiv, even when western 

officials are present

 Targeting western embassies in Kyiv or their consulates in Lviv

 Broadening/Trans-nationalizing the war, activating the Transniestrian front… 

Carrying out a chemical attack in a built-up area in Ukraine, most likely blaming it on the Ukrainians

 Targeting an airbase or depot supplying arms to Ukraine across the border in a NATO country - this 

would be a major escalation

 Launching a major cyber attack on western nations most actively helping Ukraine

 Suwalki Corridor (Gap)…

 Firing a "tactical" nuclear warhead inside Ukraine - this could destroy something the size of an 

urban district but its strategic effect would be huge, breaking the 77-year-long global nuclear 

embargo and generating a mushroom cloud and radioactive fallout

And what about the elephant in the room – a full-scale nuclear exchange?

Most defence and intelligence officers currently assess Putin’s veiled nuclear threats to be rhetoric 

aimed at scaring NATO off helping Ukraine defend itself. That said, they also believe that if the battles 

for the Donbas do not go his way then Putin will be tempted to escalate this war in some form. He 

cannot afford a long drawn-out stalemate.






